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Fondis, creator of innovations for the home, is a
name which evokes perfection and tradition. It is
also a symbol of technicity in complete simplicity.
Reliability and good looks have been the keywords
of our designers in their bid to achieve excellence.

Our eighteen years of experience have made us
European leaders in wine-cellar air-conditioning.They
have been used to help us find the right solution
to ensure the best conditions for storing and
ageing all kinds of wine, both new and vintage
wines.The WineMaster® range includes reliable,
attractive air-conditions, perfectly suited to the
needs of all lovers of good wine. Ideal climatic
conditions, easy installation and a competitive
price make WineMaster® a reasonable investment
to equip your cellar.

Fondis also stands for the search for an essential
dimension – of effortless pleasure. It is our mission
to create products which bring you well-being and
enhance your lifestyle every day.

Welcome to the world of WineMaster® by Fondis.
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1.Textured finish to enhance
appearance

2.Equipped with “ENERGY SAVER
MOTOR”

3.Composite blades for a quiet
operating

4.Efficient, ecological unit

With the air conditioners Winemaster® C25,C25S & C25SR cooling up to 25 m3, your wines will be
preserved in an optimal way. In addition to their completely innovative design, these units are fitted
with the last updated equipments offering silence and important energy savings.

Wine C
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

C25, C25S and C25SR
Advantages
• A new design for a better discretion
The front cover of Wine C25, Wine C25S and Wine C25SR is designed in Polymer ABS for an
excellent resistance. A round honeycomb grid in black enamelled sheet provides a visual discretion
of the fan.
The back side cover is made in treated steel and covered by a polyester paint.

• Complete equipment
• Equipped with a ENERGY SAVER MOTOR fan: only 7 watts are necessary for a full speed

functioning of the fan
• Adjustable 2 speed rates controlled by thermostat
• Brushless engine for an electrical efficiency over 90%
• Anti vibration system: rubber shock absorbers for a quiet operating
• Air flow inside the cellar measured to 198m³/h in full speed
• Electronic thermostat with digital display
• Standby mode : the cold production can be stopped manually
• Ecological coolant gas (R404A without CFC)
• Easy maintenance with a single filter to replace once a year
• Heating functions for models WineC25S and SR
• Easy installation with supplied wood frame

• Alternative solution with heating belt
The Wine C25S is also available in version “SR” which means equipped with a heating belt in case of
negative temperature for installations where the condenser is outside the building.

7

A profitable
investment for
storing up to
4000 bottles.

“

”

C25 and C25S C25SR

Insulating door Cellar

Insulating
wall 

Wine Master®

Insulating door
Cellar

Insulating
wall 

Wine Master®

Outside or
ventilated
room

Outside or
ventilated
room

* depending on insulation
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You too can store a large number of wines with WineMaster® C50S and C50SR which condition
up to 50 m3*.
What a pleasure to buy young wines and watch them age.

Wine C
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

C50S and C50SR
Their assets
• Complete standard equipment
• “two-stage” electronic thermostat with function display
• On/Off switch with “booster” setting to accelerate temperature achievement

in the cellar and then maintain it at an even level
• pressure switch to automatically regulate the speed of the outer fan
• heating function
• dust filter
• coolant gas R404 A, without CFC. 
• reaction turbine for well-controlled electrical consumption and exceptional longevity

• Keep wines away from excess light
Wine does not do well in bright light and appreciates low light conditions Wine C50S models have
a monitor for reducing intensity but ensuring it is adequate for choosing your vintage wines.

• Easy to install
Wine C50S models are supplied with their wooden set-in frame.

• A variant with a heating strip
Wine C50 models are also available in “SR” models, equipped with a heating strip in the event
of negative temperatures, for installations where the condenser is outside the building.

*Depending on insulation

C50SRC50S

Insulating door Cellar

Insulating
wall 

Wine Master®

Insulating door Cellar

Insulating
wall 

Wine Master®
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More power
for all devotees.

“

”

Outside or
ventilated
room

Outside or
ventilated
room

1. Complete standard equipment to control
and maintain your cellar's stability.

2. Your wines protected against excess light
by a built-in night light.

3. Easy to install with its wooden
set-in frame.

4. Specially equipped for very cold areas, 
the Wine C50SR can be integrated 
in the outside wall.
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Fully integrated
into your 

wine cellar: 
another Fondis®

innovation

“

”

1. Equipped with an “ENERGY SAVER
MOTOR” fan

2. Quiet functioning

3. Efficient, helping to reduce energy
costs

4. New installation kit (in option)

The air conditioner Wine IN25 is perfectly discreet as totally integrated into the cellar and can cool up
to 25m3. Boasting many advantages such as silence and energy saving, the Wine IN25 air conditioner is
also available with a range of accessories for easy and simplified installation.

Wine IN
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

IN25
Advantages
• A new design for a better discretion
The front cover of Wine IN25 is designed in Polymer ABS for an excellent resistance. A round honeycomb
grid in black enamelled sheet provides a visual discretion of the fan. The back side cover is made in
treated steel and covered by a polyester paint.
The exit duct is made by the top of the engine for an aesthetic installation.

• Complete equipment
• Equipped with a ENERGY SAVER MOTOR fan: only 7 watts are necessary for a full speed

functioning of the fan
• Adjustable 2 speed rates controlled by thermostat
• Brushless engine for an electrical efficiency over 90%
• Anti vibration system: rubber shock absorbers for a quiet operating
• Air flow inside the cellar measured to 198m³ in full speed
• Electronic thermostat with digital display
• Standby mode: the cold production can be stopped manually
• Ecological coolant gas R404 A without CFC
• Easy maintenance with a single filter to replace once a year
• Optional installation accessories kit for an optimal insulation and time saving

• New accessories kit
To facilitate the implementation, the output duct is on the top and offset with a suction nozzle and a blowing
nozzle. Thus, all configurations steering shafts are possible.

Wine IN25 can be delivered with a complete accessories kit – in option – composed of insulated ducts
and telescopic wall crossing with shutter sluice valves for a time saving. This kit ensures also an
optimal insulation and an aesthetic installation.

* depending on insulation

IN25

Insulating door

Cellar

Outside

insulating
wall

Wine Master®

insulating ducts +
gridds
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The quietest 
air conditioner
on the market

“

”

1. Equipped with “energy saver motor” fan

2. Noiseless functioning thanks to new material

3. 30 % lower energy consumption compared

to the standard air-conditioner

4. Installation is discreet 

All the “Winemaster ®” assets combined with a noiseless functioning enable the new model 
Wine IN50 + to answer all requirements.
This unit air-conditions up to 50 m3*.

Wine IN
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

IN50 +
Advantages
• Complete equipment

• Equipped with an ENERGY SAVER MOTOR, a rotary compressor and a reaction turbine for
important energy savings

• 2 speed motor rate operated by the thermostat
• “Brushless” motor with an electrical efficiency over 90%
• Anti-vibration system through elements mounted on rubber shock absorbers
• 437 m3/h air flows inside the cellar in full speed rate
• Electronic thermostat with digital touch and high performance display
• Stand- by mode: cold production can be stopped manually
• Ecological refrigerant gas (R407C without CFC)
• Easy maintenance with a single filter to be replaced once a year (drawer dust filter)
• Automatic condenser air flow depending on outside temperature
• Supplied with one straight insulated duct (length 950 mm – ø 160 mm) and 2 telescopic wall

crossings ducts with shutter sluice valves on blowing side

• A discreet installation
For an easy installation, the air releases are back shifted for both suction and blast nozzles: 
10 m maximum length in straight line for the 2 ducts.

An optional installation kit is also proposed:
• 2 straight ducts with sleeve of 2000 mm ø 160 mm
• 2 fixing collars
• 2 bends 90° with sleeve

* depending on insulation

IN50 +

Insulating door

Cellar

Insulating
wall 

Wine Master®

insulating
ducts

Outside 
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1. Powerful.

2. Elegant.

3. Easy to install.

Designed for volumes up to 100 m3*, the WineMaster® SP100/SP100-8 
air-conditioner can also be used to compensate for a lack of insulation.

Wine SP
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

SP 100/ SP 100-8
Its assets
• Strong cooling power

2500 W for only 1250 W power consumption.

• Complete standard equipment:
- Electronic thermostat with digital display, easy to use and factory set
- Dust filter for easy maintenance. Ensures long life for your air-conditioner
- Heating function
- Ecological coolant gas R 407c, without CFCs increasing compressor power
- Reaction turbines for well-controlled electrical consumption and exceptional longevity

• Easy to install
Ready for installation the Wine SP100/SP100-8 has an easy quick-release connecting system.

Specificities
• Pre loaded connection length between the inside and outside unit SP100: 

SP100: 4,5m
SP100-8: 8m

• The external unit is very noiseless can be installed further away from the inside unit, outside 
the building, an ideal solution if the cellar is below ground or in an area adjacent to a living area.  

*depending on insulation

Operating principle
of the Wine SP100/SP100-8

Outside 

15

Exceptional
performance 

for real energy
saving

“

”

* depending on insulation
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As well as providing optimal insulation, the WINE PC15 door unit conditions up to 15m3*.
This “2 in 1”, door and built-in air-conditioner, has many advantages: space saving,
performance and aesthetics. Store your wines in complete discretion!

Wine PC15
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Its assets
• Complete equipment:

The Wine PC15 door unit is supplied with door frame,handle and lock unit, peripheral seal,
8 white plastic caps and mounting screw.

Conditioner characteristics:
- “One-stage” electronic thermostat with function display
- Dust filters for easy maintenance
- Coolant gas R 404 A, without CFC
- 2 reaction turbines for well-controlled electrical consumption and exceptional longevity.
- Automatic evaporation of condensates

• Easy to install:
The door unit is very easy to install as you simply hang your door (only 8 mounting screws
altogether), fit in the air-conditioner and connect it to an electric outlet.

• Discretion, aesthetics and reliability guaranteed
The white door fits in with all types of interior decor. The door consists of a double steel
envelope insulated with polyurethane, a high-performance insulation. The air-conditioner
is built into the door and therefore totally invisible from outside your cellar. The “door
and air-conditioner” unit, only 26 cm thick can be fitted into small spaces.

Specificities
Overall dimensions (door + air-conditioner)
Height: 2020 mm
Width: 760 mm
Depth: 254.5 mm

Cellar door in white lacquered metal, filled with 40 mm polyurethane.
It opens from left to right.

17

An effective
solution for 

air-conditioning
in small spaces.

“

”

* depending on insulation

1. Space saving

2. Easy to install

3. Aesthetic and discrete
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WINEMASTER®

CELLAR DOOR 

1. Easy to install.

2. Aesthetic and discrete.

3. Two versions available.

HYGROMASTER®

1. Hung on the wall or simply stood
on the floor or on a stable shelf,
installation is easy!

2. The unit is simply connected to the
supplied water tank. This 20 L water
tank feeds the Hygomaster with
demineralised water for weeks.

3. You can set the humidity level
as necessary for your wine cellar.
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Insulation
and safety,

two extra assets.

Discover our two extra assets meeting the most specific requirements. The Hygromaster®

provides the extra humidity your cellar needs, particularly in winter when the air is dry. 
Use it in addition to your cellar air-conditioner.
The WineMaster® cellar door also guarantees optimal insulation

19

“

”

Hygromaster®

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

& WineMaster® cellar door
Their assets
• Hygromaster®

Hung on the wall or simply set on the floor or on a stable shelf, the Hygromaster® is easy to install.
You simply connect it to the supplied water tank. The water tank feeds the Hygomaster® with
demineralised water.

You can set the humidity level which is appropriate for your wine cellar.

• WineMaster® cellar door 
The door arises very easily with 8 attachment points for mounting. The polyurethane cellar door is
supplied with jamb, handle and lock unit, peripheral seal, 8 white plastic caps and mounting screws.

To meet all requirements, the door can be opened from left to right or right to left. (Overall dimensions:
Height: 2000 mm/Width: 720 mm).
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WineMaster®

The secret of optimal storage to ensure
the stability of your vintage wines.

Wine ageing is dependent on the temperature. An ideal temperature
is around 10° to 12 °C. If the temperature is too high, the wine will
age faster and its evolution will be twisted. If instead the temperature
is too low, the wine ages more slowly. But it is the variation or the lack
of variation that is the most important thing to keep and age the
wines; If the temperature is too high or too low, the taste of wine
will be altered.

The WineMaster® air-conditioners keep the temperature between
8 & 14° with an electronic thermostat and an efficient air mixing
system.

The different regulation systems especially developed for the
WineMaster® airconditioners maintain the temperature inside the
wine cellar with more or less 2°C. This slight variation increases the
temperature of the wines from 0.2 to 0.3 %, which is insignificant.
This stability is due to the thermal inertia of wine and bottles.

NO FROST technology or “ventilated cold” of the WineMaster®

air-conditioners contribute also to the temperature stability in the
wine cellar. The distribution of cold air improved by the continuous air
movement allows a rapid return to the selected temperature. The
variations are thus small and in addition there is no air stratification.

The following test carried out in laboratory shows that despite the outside
temperature varying greatly, the temperature inside the cellar remains stable
thanks to the unique conception of the WineMaster® air conditioner allowing
optimal preservation of your
wine.

Temperature stability
■ Inside temperature

■ Outside temperature
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WineMaster®,
demand for
perfection.

“

”

WineMaster®

A controlled humidity

Excess humidity and dry atmosphere can impair the preservation of your wines. The
ideal relative humidity level is between 60 and 80% and it varies with ambient
temperature. Humidity also depends very much on the outside humidity, which
varies greatly between regions, seasons and weather.

The Winemaster® air-conditioners maintain humidity to an optimal level and
specific evaporation temperature for a soft ageing of your wines.

The cooling unit condense the excess and evacuate the humidity outside. The
specific evaporation temperature maintains the humidity at the required
level. On the other hand, a lack of humidity cannot be corrected by the evaporating
condensation. 

In this case, Hygromaster® is the best solution.

The following test carried out in laboratory shows that despite an outside humidity varying greatly,
the humidity temperature inside the cellar remains always over 50%.

Humidity stability
■ Inside humidity

■ Outside humidity
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Easy to install
WineMaster® is easy to install on a wall or on the floor in an insulated
area, away from light. A single electric outlet is all you need.

Easy to use
With WineMaster®, no useless gadget. Efficiency and reliability are
the keywords for our air-conditioners. Moreover, they are fitted with
interchangeable dust filters to be replaced once a year. With use the
heat exchanger becomes loaded with dust, preventing the device from
cooling properly.

Silent for a peaceful atmosphere
Particularly silent fans and acoustic foam keep the units very discrete.

Ecological and efficient
All our conditioners run on R404 A or 407 C gases, ecological coolant
with no CFCs. These gases give the compressor greater power while
reducing the space required and controlling electrical consumption. The
compressor’s cooling capacity also helps to increase its life span.

Unusual durability
The choice of very high quality components and separate inspection 
at every stage of manufacture (based in France) ensures that
WineMaster® air-conditioners are exceptionally reliable. With all the
qualities of WineMaster® air-conditioners, you can invest in relatively
young wines which will improve with ageing, for your greatest
satisfaction.

Anti-vibration system
Vibrations alter the quality of your wine and this is why all moving parts
are mounted on rubber shock-absorbers which absorb the vibrations.
For the windows solutions, the wooden frame enables the stability of
the airconditioner.
Thus, the selected hardware insures a quiet functioning.

WineMaster®

The advantages of your air-conditioner
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Insulation:
Insulation is essential for efficient functioning of the
WineMaster®. A good insulation enables to maintain a
stable temperature and humidity level. The assembly
of the elements of insulation should be done, preferably
by locking panels or by gluing panels together to ensure
a perfect continuity of insulation. Good insulation of
cellar avoids input parasitic heat and humidity. In addition
to the wall insulation, we would also recommend
insulating the floor and door.

Floor insulation:
The floor of the cellar must be able to support the
shelves and the stored wine. Thus, it’s necessary to
choose insulation with adequate compression strength.

Door insulation: Door improves the insulation. Two
solutions are possible:

1. Insulate an existing door with the same insulation
materials used for the walls of the cellar. Provide a
tight seal between the door frame and all sides of
the door with a strip of foam rubber for example.

2. Use a specially design Fondis® isothermal door with
polyurethane and a sealing foam rubber. This door is
fitted throughout its periphery with a seal that
incorporates ac magnetic closure.

Maintenance:
Air conditioners WineMaster® are designed to minimize
maintenance. A simple practice is established on
each air conditioner to ensure its longevity: the
dust filter.
Cleaning the filter ensures free air flow around the
condensor.

Whenever dirty or at least once a year, it is necessary
to change the filter. With use the filter becomes loaded
with dust and can damage the air conditioner. Replacing
the dust filter is very easy and takes only a few minutes.

So, it is recommended to replace the filter in spring
and to check it again in autumn in order to optimize
the functioning.

WineMaster®

Insulation and maintenance are determining factors for an efficient
functioning of the air conditioner.

Fondis®’s advices
“

”

Spring Autumn
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WineMaster®

The guarantee from a European manufacturer

Fondis® has been designing and producing its cellar
air-conditioners for more than 25 years, constantly striving
for progress and technological improvement.

Tens of thousands of air-conditioners have resulted in the
company now occupying the leading position in this market in
Europe.

High quality components, regular inspections at every stage of
manufacture, and particular attention paid to ecological and
energy questions ensure that the entire WineMaster® product
range is reliable, aesthetic and perfectly suited to the needs
of all lovers of good wine.

New production line

Final inspection before packaging

Design, Research and Development Office
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Your notes.“
”

* For larger volumes contact us.
** Dimensions W x H x D (in mm). For specific internal and external dimensions, contact your stockist.
*** Dust filters available separately.

■ built-in
■ integrated
■ split
■ Wine PC 15
■ Humidity

regulator

Air-conditioning capacity at

12°, depending on insulation

Overall dimensions **

Weight

External dimensions

of wooden set-in frame*

Cooling power

Power consumption

Power supply

Coolant

Diameter of condensate

evacuation ducts

Wooden frame supplied

with the unit

Connecting kit

Heating function

Heating power

Thermostat and thermometer

with digital display

Dust filter

Reaction turbines

Lighting (unit equipped

with a night light)

Guarantee period

Installation guide supplied

with the unit

Sound level - 1m -  3m

Heating strip

up to 25 m3

540 x 381 x 524

31 kg

514 x 374 x 150

550 W

400 W

230-240 V-50 Hz

R 404A (without CFC)

9 mm

yes

C25S and C25SR

250 W for C25S

yes

yes

yes (condenser side)

no

2 years

yes

45 dB - 40 dB

only C25SR

up to 50 m3

552 x 530 x 590 

45 kg

544 x 374 x 150

1200 W

900 W

230-240 V-50 Hz

R 404A (without CFC)

9 mm

yes

yes

500 W

yes 

yes

yes

yes

2 years

yes

51 dB - 47 dB

only C50SR

up to 25 m3

540 x 540 x 630 

35 kg

500 W

440 W

230-240 V-50 Hz

R 404A (without CFC)

9 mm

option

yes

250 W

yes 

yes

yes (condenser side)

no

2 years

yes

43 dB / 38 dB

up to 50 m3

500 x 1044 x 428

53 kg

1200 W

550 W

230-240 V-50 Hz

R 407C (without CFC)

9 mm

option

yes

500 W

yes

yes

yes (evaporator side)

no

2 years

yes

50 dB - 43 dB

up to 100 m3

480 x 1005 x 395

45 kg (int) - 15 kg (ext)

2500 W

1250 W

230-240 V-50 Hz

R 407C (without CFC)

10 mm

yes

1000 W

yes

yes

yes (evaporator side)

no

2 years

yes

53 dB - 50 dB

up to 15m3

720 x 2000 x 254,5

100 kg (the unit)

450 W

390 W

230-240 V 50 Hz

R 404A (without CFC)      

yes

yes

yes

no

2 years

yes

42dB - 40dB

Power
consumed

for humidification:
45W

Voltage: 
230 V-240 V

Frequency: 50Hz

Intensity
used for

humidification:
0,2A

Humidification
capacity:

18,2g water/h 
at 12°C

Dimensions:
258x140x168

Powercord
length:
1,5m

Wine C25
C25S et C25SR

Wine C50S
et C50SR Wine In25 Wine In50+

Wine SP 100
Wine SP 100-8 Hygromaster®Wine PC 15
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A network of installers and craftsmen you can rely on
WineMaster® wine cellar air-conditioners are highly efficient, reliable devices. Based on advanced technology, they are most efficient if they
are installed, commissioned and maintained in accordance with professional regulations.
For this reason, Fondis® has always used a network of reliable installers,all  trained in our technology and regularly informed about innovations.
Fondis® has developed, produced and selected its devices with care. Throughout the world, more than 400 Fondis® Contact Points are
ready to install them with the same care and attention.

An international guarantee
Diffused throughout the world, WineMaster® wine cellar air-conditioners are covered by a very thorough guarantee. They are guaranteed
for 2 years against manufacturing faults.
During the contractual guarantee period, Fondis® will replace any part recognised to be defective.

WineMaster® advantages

SERVICES

GuaranteeGuarantee
French

Manufacturer

Guarantee

ye ar s
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Solaris® is a unique process using an inertia glass radiator which provides optimal
comfort combined with aesthetics in pure, attractive lines. Solaris® has an
unprecedented radiation power, combined with correct heat inertia.

The pure, distinguished lines of Solaris® fit in everywhere: bathroom, kitchen,
bedroom, lounge, etc.

Range of Fondis products

A national
and international

network
of professionals
at your service.

“

”
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Fondis® fireplaces, Art is life !

Since his beginning, Fondis® set out to combine in harmony aesthetic and
technological performances, basing his reputation on a recognized knowledge in
quality and in innovation. 

To unify form and functions to marry to perfection outside elegance and internal
comfort. This audacious way signs the value and forecast world vision of a company
which has of cease distancing himself. 

So, every conceptual liberty is given to independent designers to light the flame of
imagination and talent: Fondis® fireplaces are transformed into art pieces stamped
by poesy, elegance and colors. Art enters your privacy home.

Let the technicians insert the best of high-technology in Fondis® fireplaces.

Without a doubt, the customer is always in the center of all energies and sources
of inspiration of Fondis®. Because, to get warm, it’s answering to comfort and
aesthetic requirements but also to technologic imperatives. Fondis® offers in
equipment creativity, reactivity and industrial capacity. 

That’s why your fireplace becomes an art of living.
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Your Fondis® Advice Center
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Z.I. de Vieux-Thann - 18 rue Guy de Place 
BP 60010 - F 68801 THANN Cedex

Tél. : + 33 (0)3 89 377 500 - Fax : + 33 (0)3 89 377 589
E-mail : contact@fondis.com

www.fondis.com

“energy is our future, take care about it”
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